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FT Options Mosaic is a revolutionary, patent-pending options chain 
visualization interface which empowers you to engage with the markets more 
quickly and confidently by presenting critical market analytics in an intuitive, 
summarized manner. 

The Advanced Scenario Matrix (ASM) is now available within Mosaic to allow 
you to quickly input and evaluate multiple positions under varying modeling 
parameters simultaneously.

Construct “scenes” to represent different holdings or modeling parameters 
within an underlying symbol.

View profit/loss and risk analytics simultaneously for each “scene” using 
customizable scenario parameters.

Share your ideas (with comments) with colleagues or customers.

Advanced Scenario Matrix

Share
Share the entire contents of the ASM with anyone by generating a URL 
link which can be sent by email or chat.  Add comments too. 

Advanced Scenario Matrix

Real-time pricing and position risk analytics

Quick intuitive navigation of the options chain

Multi-leg spread calculator including FLEX and OTC

Broker-neutral execution

Simulated positions and scenario analysis

Graphical representation of market activity

Tiles highlight key summary analytics

Full configurability of valuation parameters

Trade and idea generation tools and much more…

Mosaic Features

Scenario Editor
Manage and save multiple Scenario definitions which allow customizable vol, price 
and time steps.  Choose matrix coordinates for use in Slides. Advanced features 
include time weighting, volatility surface shifts and distinct expiration handling.

The information provided is for general education and informationpurposes only. No statement provided should be construed as arecommendation to buy or sell a security, future, financial instrument  investment fund, or other investment 
product (collectively, a “financial product”), or to provide investment advice.”

Scene Selector
Choose the scene and edit the 
holdings or implied volatility for each 
contract.  Add contracts manually or 
with the “chat parser.”

Slide Viewer
Select scenes and risk metrics to be 
displayed.  Control the model time 
for each scene individually to see the 
impact of time on the vol\price slides.

Charts
Select which scenes and risk metrics 
are shown in the chart.  Matrix 
coordinates are displayed on the 
x-axis and metric value is displayed 
on the y-axis.
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